
DIODE LASER 
Easy-to-use laser for soft tissue procedures – ‘Cut without the Knife’ 

The Velopex Diode 5W 830nm laser is ideal for all soft 
tissue procedures, as it does not interact with teeth, bone 
or implants.  It is particularly suitable for periodontal and 
endodontic work, where its bactericidal effects can be used 
to the full without any adverse effect on pulpal temperatures 
or root surface changes.

Wide range of applications
The Diode Laser is the effective solution for procedures including 
apecectomy, frenectomy, gingivectomy, operculectomy, and the 
removal of papillimas/fibromas

Excellent for tooth whitening
The Diode Laser can also be used for tooth whitening procedures, 
producing outstanding results rapidly.   

Blood-free minor surgery
In minor oral surgery, the laser’s wavelength allows an area 
to be cut with complete haemostasis.  The laser both cuts and 
sterilises the tissues, making for good post-operative results with 
less swelling and discomfort for the patient.

High patient acceptability
The Velopex Laser helps eliminate pain and bleeding, and 
significantly reduces post-operative discomfort, building the 
confidence of patients.

Accuracy without eye-strain
A small laser pointer provides a bright aiming beam for accurate 
positioning.  This pointer beam turns off when the working beam 
starts, making the procedure easier on the dentist’s eyes.

Easy to work with
All surgery is achieved with a tactile technique, giving ample 
control to the clinician.  The unit’s user-friendly, menu-based 
control system is extremely simple to navigate.

Complete and ready to use
The Velopex Diode Laser package includes 300μ (surgical) 
and 400μ (tooth whitening) flexible fibre delivery systems; foot 
switch; main cable; tooth whitening handpiece (single tooth); 
cutting instrument (bare fibre); fibre stripper (bare fibre); spare 
surgical handpiece tips

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Soft tissue management
The Velopex Diode 5W 810nm laser is ideal for all soft tissue 
procedures, as it does not interact with teeth, bone or implants.  
It is particularly suitable for periodontal and endodontic work, 
where its bactericidal effects can be used to the full without any 
adverse effect on pulpal temperatures or root surface changes.

Wide range of applications
The Diode Laser is the effective solution for procedures including 
apicectomy, frenectomy, gingivectomy, operculectomy, and the 
removal of papillimas/fibromas - all soft tissue applications.

Excellent for tooth whitening
The Diode Laser can also be used for tooth whitening 
procedures, producing outstanding results rapidly - in a typical 
power bleaching application.  

Blood-free minor surgery
In minor oral surgery, the laser’s wavelength allows an area 
to be cut with complete haemostasis.  The laser both cuts and 
sterilises the tissues, making for good post-operative results with 
less swelling and discomfort for the patient.

High patient acceptability
The Velopex Laser helps eliminate pain and bleeding, and 
significantly reduces post-operative discomfort, building the 
confidence of patients.

Accuracy without eye-strain
A small laser pointer provides a bright aiming beam for accurate 
positioning.  

Easy to work with
All surgery is achieved with a tactile technique, giving ample 
control to the clinician.  The unit’s user-friendly, menu-based 
control system is extremely simple to navigate.

Complete and ready to use
The Velopex Diode Laser package includes 320µ (surgical) 
flexible fibre delivery systems; foot switch; mains cable; cutting 
instrument (bare fibre); protective glasses.
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